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No one knows how to make air tents quite like how

                 Outdoor Revolution know how to make air tents... 

Outdoor Revolution take great pride in designing and making superb quality tents that feature industry leading technology 
and fabrics, whilst still maintaining a contemporary, modern aesthetic. Through carefully listenting to the demands of our 
customers, our dedicated UK design team have created the most reliable, highly functional, easy to pitch and visually 
striking range of tents on the market today.

We haven’t just created tents; we have created unique, versatile and flexible living spaces where families can enjoy their 
precious leisure time together.

“Outdoor Revolution continue to develop and utilise only the very best technologies available in our products”
                  Rue Trammen

Why buy and Outdoor Revolution Product?

Following on from our 2017 success, we are now continuing on our mission to create products utilising market leading 
technologies with parities in regard to quality and absolute reliability. This is backed up with our unrivalled *Lifetime 
Guarantee on air tubes. With our dedicated manufacturing lines, testing facility and stringent quality controls, we can 
ensure the consistency of quality, whilst always providing unequalled value for money. Outdoor Revolution have the most 
reliable inflation system on the market and the best quality weather proof and fade resistant fabrics available. For 2018, 
we have further introduced some exciting new features and products additions, resulting in stand-out world class products 
from a trusted premium UK brand.



2018 Product Range Index

Designed in the UK for the UK & beyond...As the pioneers and innovators within this field, Outdoor Revolution are so 
confident in the reliability of product with an Intelligent Frame that we offer a 
*LIFETIME GUARANTEE on the air tube with an IF Valve.

Please check out our website for the most up to date product information

www.outdoor-revolution.com

O-Zone 6.0 XTR Vario 6 - 9 Airedale 7.0 18 - 19 Flex 2 28 - 29

Airedale 4.0 10 - 11 Airedale 12.0 20 - 21 Furniture 30 - 35

Airedale 5.0 12 - 13 Crossover - Glamping Bell Tent 22 - 23

Airedale 6.0 14 - 15 Hendrix - Festival Tent 24 - 25

Airedale 6.0 Pro Climate 16 - 17 Cruiz 6 EX 26 - 27

Miscellaneous Accessories 39 - 43

Blue Diamond 44 - 45

Lighting 36 - 38

No one knows how to make air tents quite like how

                 Outdoor Revolution know how to make air tents... 



Superior  technology ...

We recommend the Oxygen Airframe is 
inflated to a pressure of approximately 
4 PSI. However, most people inflate the 
airframe to capacity when first inflating, 
over and above our recommended 
pressure. Depending on ambient 

temperature changes, the PSI can increase 
dramatically and on warm sunny days the air 
inside the tube will expand causing the PSI inside 
the tube to increase. If this PSI pressure increases 
to over 50% more than our recommended 4 PSI 
through either over inflation or changes in ambient 
temperature the Intelligent Frame Relief Valve 
will release the surplus air and maintain the frame 
at a maximum of 6 PSI. As the temperature cools 
during the night the pressure will reduce and will 
continue to ebb and flow during the hottest and 
coldest parts of the day throughout the period of 
use. This ingenious system ensures that the tubes 
cannot be damaged by increased pressures.

Pioneering Technology...
 

Phoenix mesh. An assisted healing ‘smart’ 
material that has the incorporated ability to repair 
any snag damage caused by usage over time. We 
have taken the inspiration from biological systems 
which have the ability to heal after being injured. 
Simply by gently manipulating and moving the 
mesh around, the damaged area will return the 
mesh to its original form.

Dura-tech. Welded tube technology that enables 
the creation of the innovative single inflation 
point systems without any troublesome taps 
and connectors, increasing the usability and 
practicality of Outdoor Revolution products. This 
technology provides the most efficient, simple 
and reliable technology on the market today and 
carries a Lifetime Guarantee*. 

Lumi-Link - Up/Down Lighting For 2018 all 
our models now incorporate attachment systems
for our own exclusive lighting systems. See pages 
48-49 for information and how these lighting 
systems can transform the ambience of your tent.

Vario Moveable Door System. A clever door 
system which allows the front door to be fully 
removed and zipped back into the tent in a set 
back position to create an open canopy front. The 
system has the versatility of adding options such 
as full mesh doors or a solid plain door front.

Explained... Condensation Explained...
 

Condensation is a completely natural occurrence which 
happens when warm air meets cold surfaces forming 
little water droplets usually on the inside of the fabric; like 
you may experience on windows at home. An average 
adults’ breath produces 1 litre of water vapour every day, 
which is released into the air; therefore having numerous 
people sleeping inside will produce a vast amount of 
water vapour in the air that will condensate. All Outdoor 
Revolution products are protected with a durable water 
repellent treatment and all seams are heat sealed. This 
process prevents water ingress, but can also prevent the 
moisture trapped in the air inside from escaping, causing 
condensation. To help ease condensation, we have put air 
vents on every product and mesh screens on doors, as 
well as dual zip windows and doors; maximising air flow. 
We would also recommend taking a micro breathable 
travel towel to wipe the roof or walls of the product if 
condensation appears, to speed up the drying process.



High  Density  TECHNICAL Fabrics  explained...

Pro Climate Fabric 
incorporates years of 
learning to produce 
a technical high 
performance 100% man 
made fibre fabric with 
the breathability of 
polycotton. This superior 
fabric provides the 
ultimate performance of 
any other awning fabric; 
marrying the water 
repellant & technical 
properties of polyester 
with the comfort and 
feel of natural fibres. We 
are the first commercial 
manufacturer to develop 
and introduce this kind of 
fabric.
Another exclusive first for 
Outdoor Revolution.  

The 600HD Endurance 
double rip-stop fabric is the 
most robust of all of our tent 
fabrics. It has been woven 
using the latest textile 
manufacturing techniques 
to provide the maximum 
longevity and performance 
of any premium tent fabric. 
The fade resistant fabric 
ensures a superb quality, 
high performing product.

The 150 High Density 
Fabric is designed to 
deliver lightweight yet 
robust products, allowing 
smaller pack sizes when 
folded where weight 
and space limitations are 
of consideration. The 
complementary Hex detail 
on the fabric give a distinct 
contemporary look to 
ensure the product stands 
out from the crowd.

This lightweight fabric has 
been specifically designed 
to deliver lightweight 
compact products whilst 
maintaining strength and 
durability. Woven using the 
latest textile manufacturing 
techniques this fabric is 
designed for longevity and 
performance. The embossed 
Hex print gives a more 
technical look and feel to the 
drive away awnings.

Airedale 6.0
Pro Climate

O-ZONE  6.0 XTRcrossover Airedale
Range

hendrixFlex

The double rip-stop in the 
250 High Density fabrics 
ensures the optimum 
strength to weight ratio 
of any awning fabric. All 
Outdoor Revolution fabrics 
are woven using the latest 
textile manufacturing 
techniques to provide the 
longevity and performance 
of much heavier denier 
fabrics without the 
impracticality and 
constraints of their weight. 
Fade resistance and 
longevity is guaranteed to 
give the customer a quality 
performing product at an 
affordable price. 

Superb lightweight fabric 
designed specifically and 
utilised for low-budget 
entry level products whilst 
still maintaining the high 
quality performance 
and integrity found in 
all Outdoor Revolution 
products.



Outdoor Revolution’s flagship family air tent with unrivalled upgrades for 2018
The O-Zone 6.0XTRv is the ultimate family air-framed tent. Its flexible living space and enlarged bedrooms for 2018 have 
been cleverly designed to maximise enjoyment and create a welcoming space. The living space can be easily extended 
using the versatile Vario windowed door which can be moved to the front or the middle to create an integrated porch area 
on hotter days. This market leading 6 berth air tent has the ability to clip in an extra bedroom inner to create sleeping 
space for an additional two people. This used in conjunction with an optional solid door can create a separate sleeping 
area for overnight guests or older children. The vast panoramic windows and enormous living space make this the perfect 
base for family adventures.

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

INFLATES
IN AROUND

5 mins

O-Zone 6.0 XTR vario UPDATED

2018 Model
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ready ready



New for 2018 - King Deluxe 240cm deep bedrooms with removable compartment
Highly functional & versatile, multi configurable, extra deep, standing height bedrooms to suit the modern family who demand the best.

Movable zip-off Vario door
Creates a separate open fronted porch area on warmer days or a cavernous living area for the large family who crave for more space.

OXYGEN AIRFRAME TENT // LARGE FAMILY

Features: 
- Fabric: 
- Frame: 5 Single Oxygen Air-Frame Tubes
- Valves: Dynamic Speed Valve + Intelligent
 Frame Relief Valve (LIFETIME GUARANTEE)
- Moveable Zip-off Vario Door
- Phoenix mesh Ventilation
- Large Roof Light Window with Tinted Anti Glare
- Up / Down lighter / Lumi Link Lighting Compatible 
- Fully Sewn in PE Groundsheet
- Large Panoramic Windows with Tinted Anti Glare 
- Side Door Inflatable Eyebrow Canopy 
- Maple leaf design Zip-Up Curtains
- 6 Berth King Deluxe Inner Tent with zip off compartment
- Endurance Storm Straps
- Double Action Hand Pump

Compatible with lumi-link & up/down lighting systems

800cm

235cm

800cm

240cm

420cm

400cm

34
5c

m
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Optional Extras:
- O-Zone 6.0 XTR v Plain Zip Door - OR18802
- O-Zone 6.0 XTR v Accessory Mesh Door - OR18803
- O-Zone 6.0 XTR v Footprint - OR18804
- O-Zone 6.0 XTR v Snug Rug - OR18806
- O-Zone 6.0 XTR v Lounge Liner - OR18808
- O-Zone 6.0 XTR v Zip-On Canopy - OR18840
- O-Zone 6.0 XTR v Enclosed Canopy - OR18842
- *Two Berth Inner Tent - OR17564
-  Lumi-Link Tube Light Kit - OR18025 / Lumi-Mosi Light - OR18015
-  Up/Down Lighter Shades - OR18000 / Lumi Light - OR18010

Model Width Length Height Weight Pack Size

O-Zone 6.0XTRv 420cm 800cm 235cm 50.6kg 84x62x62cm

Colour - Graphite/Ivory



O-Zone 6.0 XTR Vario SNUG RUG - Designed to give 
additional luxury under foot, the Snug Rug has a thermal 
backing and padding to ensure additional comfort to any 
stay. The Snug Rug comes complete with moveable ‘door 
mats’ to accommodate muddy footwear.

2 PERSON INNER TENT - Clip-in inner tent provides 
fantastic additional sleeping space for overnight guests. Made 
from cool grey microfibre fabric to assist in a comfortable 
night’s sleep and plenty of mesh venting to ensure optimum 
air circulation.

O-Zone 6.0 XTR Vario LOUNGE LINER - Creates a relaxing 
ambience to the interior of the tent by providing shade from roof glare in 
bright conditions. The added layer of insulation helps to keep the tent 
cool on warm days & warmer on cool days by creating an air pocket 
between the liner and the tent roof, helping to reduce condensation.

O-Zone 6.0 XTR Vario SOLID DOOR - This addition really 
utilises the full potential of the O-Zone 6.0 XTR Vario, enabling the 
user to create a superb concealed storage space or a divided sleeping 
compartment for overnight guests or older children.

O-Zone 6.0 XTR Vario MESH DOOR - The standard door can be replaced by the optional Mesh 
Door. The Phoenix Mesh Door increases airflow whilst helping to prevent insects entering the tent, 
or pets and small children from escaping.

Phoenix self healing mesh

O-Zone 6.0 XTR Vario - accessories
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O-Zone 6.0 XTR Vario - accessories

The O-Zone CANOPY simply zips on to the front of the 
tent to provide a fantastic sun canopy, or great covered 
cooking space. Simplistic in design and  taking just 
minutes to connect, this essential addition packs down 
easily and neatly into its own individual carry bag.

The O-Zone ENCLOSED CANOPY is a superb 
addition to the O-Zone 6.0 XTR Vario, creating 
additional space and protection from the elements; 
great for providing extra shelter for cooking and 
entertaining on hot summer days or alfresco dining 
on an evening. The Enclosed Canopy also provides 
incredible storage space for bikes or furniture, ensuring 
the main living space of the tent is as comfortable as 
possible.

Enclosed canopy

O-Zone  canopy

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 9



AIREDALE 4.0

Outdoor Revolution’s Airedale 4.0 ...The compact but perfectly formed Airedale 4 air-framed tent
Making a welcome return to the product line-up for 2018; this easy to erect, lightweight air tent is perfect for impromptu 
getaways. The space allocation in this tent is perfectly balanced between the sleeping, living and relaxing space of the 
integrated porch area. Large tinted windows, all with privacy blinds, create a light and airy environment. Superb for smaller 
families or couples who require a bit more space, the Airedale 4’s contemporary styling and flexible space provides an 
eye-catching, comfortable camping solution.

INFLATES
IN AROUND

3 mins

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

NEW FOR 
2018
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Compatible with lumi-link & up/down lighting systems

OXYGEN AIRFRAME TENT // SMALL FAMILY

Features 
- Fabric: 
- Frame: 3 Single Oxygen Air-Frame Tubes +   
           Fibreglass canopy pole
- Valves: Dynamic Speed Valve + Intelligent  

 Frame Relief Valve (LIFETIME GUARANTEE)

Also Includes...
- Phoenix mesh
- Sewn in PE Groundsheet
- Large Panoramic Windows with Tinted Anti Glare
- Maple leaf design Zip-Up Curtains
- Integral Front Canopy with Fibreglass Pole 
- 4 Berth Micro Polyester Inner Tent with Accessory Pockets
- Two thirds Zip-Back Front Door
- Reflective Endurance Storm Straps
- Double Action Hand Pump

Versatile front canopy
Perfect shelter from the elements for cooking under

Large zipped cabin side door with zip back Phoenix mesh ventilation panel
Providing ample secure ventilation for pets on warm days and keeping out those biting flying critters in the evening. 

480cm

190cm

480cm

205cm

85cm

270cm

245cm
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Optional Extras:
- Airedale 4.0 Footprint - OR18849
- Airedale 4.0 Snug Rug - OR18847 
- Deluxe Storm Kit - ORPEG714
- Kitchen Stand - FUR1640
-  Lumi-Link Tube Light Kit - OR18025 / Lumi-Mosi Light - OR18015
-  Up/Down Lighter Shades - OR18000 / Lumi Light - OR18010

Model Width Length Height Weight Pack Size

Airedale 4.0 270cm 480cm 190cm 17.3kg 78x40x40cm

Colour - Graphite/Warm Grey



AIREDALE 5.0

Outdoor Revolution’s Airedale 5.0 ...the modern family favourite, quick pitch weekender tent
The Airedale 5.0 is superb for family weekends away or longer holidays for couples. This is due to the extra space it 
provides, without a dramatic increase in pack size or weight. The striking design is enhanced with the Hex Endure fabric 
to give clean design lines with a technical look. The Airedale 5.0 is incredibly quick and easy to erect with the assistance 
of the 3 Oxygen Air-Frame tubes, each with a Dynamic Speed Valve and Outdoor Revolution’s patented Relief Valve, 
which safeguards against over inflation. With its ample and incredibly versatile living space plus useful sun canopy, the 
Airedale 5.0 provides a superb base for memorable family holidays.

INFLATES
IN AROUND

3 mins

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

UPDATED

2018 Model
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Compatible with lumi-link & up/down lighting systems

OXYGEN AIRFRAME TENT // SMALL FAMILY

Features 
- Fabric: 
- Frame: 3 Single Oxygen Air-Frame Tubes +   
           Fibreglass canopy pole
- Valves: Dynamic Speed Valve + Intelligent  
 Frame Relief Valve (LIFETIME GUARANTEE)

Also Includes...
- Phoenix mesh Doors
- Sewn in PE Groundsheet
- Large Panoramic Windows with Tinted Anti Glare
- Maple leaf design Zip-Up Curtains
- Integral Front Canopy with Fibreglass Pole 
- 5 Berth Micro Polyester Inner Tent with Accessory Pockets
- Two thirds Zip-Back Front Door
- Reflective Endurance Storm Straps
- Double Action Hand Pump

505cm

210cm

505cm

210cm

85cm

300cm

280cm

Colour - Graphite/Warm Grey

Front clip in cooking windshield (optional extra)
Can be clipped either to either the left or right hand side.

Large zipped cabin side door with zip back Phoenix mesh ventilation panel
Providing ample secure ventilation for pets on warm days and keeping out those biting flying critters in the evening. 
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Optional Extras:
- Airedale 5.0 Footprint - OR18852
- Airedale 5.0 Snug Rug - OR18854
- Airedale 5.0 Lounge Liner - OR18856
- Kitchen Stand - FUR1640
- Jet Stream Electric Pump - OR17010  /  Twin Pump - OR17040
-  Lumi-Link Tube Light Kit - OR18025 / Lumi-Mosi Light - OR18015
-  Up/Down Lighter Shades - OR18000 / Lumi Light - OR18010

Model Width Length Height Weight Pack Size

Airedale 5.0 300cm 505cm 210cm 23.7kg 78x44x44cm



Since its introduction, the amazing Airedale 6.0 has quickly become our best-selling family air tent
The Airedale 6.0 is a truly outstanding family tent that has the perfect footprint, including three flexible bedroom 
compartments, large living space and a spacious porch area. NEW for 2018 the integrated windowed front door improves 
the versatility of the entire living space. This instantly giving the ability to create additional internal space with a superb 
vista of the outside world and a superb porch area on warmer days. The enhanced design, striking good looks and 
versatility will continue to make the Airedale 6 the tent of choice for the mid-sized family!

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

INFLATES
IN AROUND

5 mins

Airedale 6.0 UPDATED

2018 Model
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Features 
- Fabric: 
- Frame: 5 Single Oxygen Air-Frame Tubes
- Valves: Dynamic Speed Valve + Intelligent  

 Frame Relief Valve (LIFETIME GUARANTEE)

Also Includes...

- Phoenix mesh Doors
- Sewn in PE Groundsheet
- Large Panoramic Windows with Tinted Anti Glare
- Front Panoramic Windowed Zip Back Door
- Embossed Zip-In Curtains  
- 6 Berth Micro Polyester Inner Tent
- Endurance Storm Straps
- Double Action Hand Pump

New for 2018 - Upgraded panoramic windowed front door.
The fully zip back front door incorporates panoramic tinted windows with zip up blinds; bringing in more light to give greater flexibility to this feature 
packed family tent. The front door can be opened and tied back halfway, or fully zipped back. It can also be fully sealed off at night with a zip across base.

OXYGEN AIRFRAME TENT // LARGE FAMILY

Colour - Graphite/Warm Grey

Compatible with lumi-link & up/down lighting systems

Optional clip in 2 person inner tent.Phoenix mesh door panels.Interior shown with the exclusive Up/Down lighting shades with Lumi-Lite LED lighting system.
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Model Width Length Height Weight Pack Size

Airedale 6.0 380cm 710cm 210cm 33.9kg 80x50x50cm

Outer Height - 210cm  /  Inner Height - 195 cm

Door

Optional Extras:
- Airedale 6.0 Footprint - OR18862
- Airedale 6.0 Snug Rug - OR18864
- Airedale 6.0 Lounge Liner - OR18866
- *Two Berth Inner Tent - OR17564
- Jet Stream Electric Pump - OR17010  /  Twin Pump - OR17040
-  Lumi-Link Tube Light Kit - OR18025
- Lumi-Mosi Mosquito Killer Light - OR18015
-  Up/Down Lighter Shades - OR18000 / Lumi Light - OR18010

Ventilated bedroom compartments.
The generously sized and flexible bedroom compartments, offer a comfortable and well ventilated and restful atmosphere with exterior upper and lower air 
vents creating greater air circulation; perfect for even the most humid nights.

680cm

95cm 130cm

205cm

360cm

130cm 130cm 135cm 60cm

38
0c

m



INFLATES
IN AROUND

5 mins

ready ready

BREATHABLE FABRIC

Airedale 6.0 NEW FOR 
2018

Following on from the success of the famed Airedale 6.0 - With breathable fabric to keep cool 
The groundbreaking Airedale 6.0 Pro Climate is the ‘must have’ mid-sized family breathable tent. The Airedale 6.0 Pro 
Climate is based on the 2018 Airedale 6.0, but crafted in Outdoor Revolution’s exclusive breathable Pro Climate fabric; 
with the look, feel and breathability of natural fibres and the strength and durability of man-made material. This outstanding 
fabric functions to reduce interior humidity and condensation when the weather gets hot. This superb, large family air-
framed tent is ideally suited for summer breaks in warmer climates, where breathability and optimum comfort is a 
prerequisite.

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 
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Compatible with lumi-link & up/down lighting systems

Features 
- Fabric: 
- Frame: 5 Single Oxygen Air-Frame Tubes
- Valves: Dynamic Speed Valve + Intelligent
 Frame Relief Valve (LIFETIME GUARANTEE)

Also Includes...

- Phoenix mesh Doors
- Sewn in PE Groundsheet
- Large Panoramic Windows with Tinted Anti Glare
- Front Panoramic Windowed Zip Back Door
- Embossed Zip-In Curtains  
- 6 Berth King Deluxe Micro Polyester Inner Tent
- Endurance Storm Straps
- Double Action Hand Pump

Model Width Length Height Weight Pack Size

Airedale 6.0 380cm 680cm 210cm 47.8kg 84x54x54cm

Optional Extras:
- Airedale 6.0 Pro Climate Footprint - OR18862
- Airedale 6.0 Pro Climate Snug Rug - OR18864
- Airedale 6.0 Pro Climate Lounge Liner - OR18866
- *Two Berth Inner Tent - OR17564
- Jet Stream Electric Pump - OR17010  /  Twin Pump - OR17040
-  Lumi-Link Tube Light Kit - OR18025
- Lumi-Mosi Mosquito Killer Light - OR18015
-  Up/Down Lighter Shades - OR18000 / Lumi Light - OR18010

Fully zip back panoramic windowed front door.
The front door can be zipped back to open the front  like an enclosed canopy or zipped halfway to create a front vestibule entrance area.

Colour - Graphite/Ivory

Outer Height - 210cm  /  Inner Height - 195 cm
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OXYGEN AIRFRAME TENT // LARGE FAMILY

King Deluxe 240cm deep bedrooms.
The upgraded deeper King Deluxe bedrooms offer ample room for double air mattresses with increased standing height to the rear. The bedrooms can 
opened up as one giant sized deluxe bedroom, split into either 3 double rooms or 1 double and 1 king size room.  

710cm

115cm 140cm

240cm

360cm

130cm 130cm 135cm 60cm

38
0c

m



INFLATES
IN AROUND

5 mins

ready ready

The perfect large family air tent crammed with features
The Airedale 7.0 fills the gap perfectly between the Airedale 6.0 and the cavernous Airedale 8.0, designed for larger families 
who require more space. The ability to clip in an additional two berth inner tent increases the sleeping capacity to 8 and 
the handy integrated utility porch with a hanging rail can be used for additional storage or as an overnight toilet area. The 
large porch is an ideal space to relax and the integral windowed front door can be sealed to increase the enclosed living 
space. Phoenix mesh doors, alongside large ventilation points provide ample ventilation and the large tinted windows 
certainly make the Airedale 7 “a room with a view”. All windows are fitted with zip in blinds to guarantee 100% privacy.

Airedale 7.0 NEW FOR 
2018
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Compatible with lumi-link & up/down lighting systems

Features 
- Fabric: 
- Frame: 5 Single Oxygen Air-Frame Tubes
- Side Utility Annexe with Hanging Rail
- Valves: Dynamic Speed Valve + Intelligent

 Frame Relief Valve (LIFETIME GUARANTEE)

Also Includes...
- Phoenix mesh Doors
- Sewn in PE Groundsheet
- Large Front Porch Area
- Large Panoramic Windows with Tinted Anti Glare
- Front Panoramic Windowed Zip Back Door
- Embossed Zip-In Curtains  
- 7 Berth King Deluxe Inner Tent with zip off compartment
- Endurance Storm Straps
- Double Action Hand Pump

Model Width Length Height Weight Pack Size

Crossover 445cm 725cm 220cm 43.35kg 80x54x54cm

Optional Extras:
- Airedale 7.0 Footprint - OR18872
- Airedale 7.0 Snug Rug - OR18874
- Airedale 7.0 Lounge Liner - OR18876
- *Two Berth Inner Tent - OR17564
- Jet Stream Electric Pump - OR17010  /  Twin Pump - OR17040
-  Lumi-Link Tube Light Kit - OR18025
- Lumi-Mosi Mosquito Killer Light - OR18015
-  Up/Down Lighter Shades - OR18000 / Lumi Lite - OR18010

INNER DOOR DIVIDER PANEL

445cm

130cm

110cm

75
cm

13
0c

m
13

0c
m
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0c

m
13
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m
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420cm

240cm

Outer Height - 220cm  /  Inner Height - 205 cm

Vast Living Space, King Deluxe 240cm deep bedrooms with removable end bedroom, Utility/Storage Side Annexe.
When we designed this tent we thought of everything, making it one of the most feature packed large family air tents on the market today.

Zip back front door with large panoramic tinted windows.
Creates an open fronted canopy area on warmer days or a separate divided front porch entrance area.

Colour - Graphite/Ivory

OXYGEN AIRFRAME TENT // LARGE FAMILY
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Outdoor Revolutions largest, feature packed, family or group air tent
The Airedale 12.0 is Outdoor Revolution’s largest tent with three separate sleeping pods, each accommodating 4 people. 
Each bedroom has a removable central divider in order to make a larger more luxurious sleeping space. There are the 
two central skylights and large panoramic tinted windows which illuminate the sizeable central living area. The Airedale 
12.0 has a fantastic front porch space with a zip in solid front door to give shelter from the sun’s rays. This also provides a 
great space for cooking, or when not in use, a superb “garage space” ideal for storing furniture, bikes or other equipment. 
The Airedale 12.0’s striking looks are matched perfectly in it’s practicality, usability and utilisation of maximum space.

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

INFLATES
IN AROUND

5 mins

Airedale 12.0 UPDATED

2018 Model
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Features 
- Fabric: 
- Frame: Dura-Tech Welded Combined with Single  
 Inflation Oxygen Air-Tubes, Plus a Steel Canopy  
 Pole for the Integral Porch Front
- Valves: Dynamic Speed Valve + Intelligent Frame

 Relief Valve (LIFETIME GUARANTEE)

Also Includes...
- Phoenix mesh Internal Door
- Steel Pole Integral Canopy
- Sewn in PE Groundsheet
- Tinted Windows  
- Embossed Zip-In Curtains
- 3 x 4 Berth Micro Polyester Inner Tents
- Two Reflective Endurance Storm Straps
- Double Action Hand Pump

Large well lit, full standing height central living space, with 3 cavernous ventilated 4 person bedrooms.
The spacious central area offers unrivalled living space, perfect for large families or large groups. The set back bedroom fronts with pelmets increase the 
perimeter standing height even further and incorporate handy storage pockets to keep things tidy. 

Large front porch area with solid panel zip back entrance door.
The versatile front canopy offers shelter and an ideal cooking area, whilst on a night it can be used for hidden storage with the solid panel front door.

OXYGEN AIRFRAME TENT // LARGE FAMILY

Compatible with lumi-link & up/down lighting systems

Colour - Graphite/Ivory
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New Phoenix Mesh Inner Door Panel.

130cm

830cm

300cm

240cm

300cm

300cm

300cm

750cm

225cm

130cm 45cm

Inner Tent Size
280cm x 210cm

Model Width Length Height Weight Pack Size

Airedale 12.0 750cm 830cm 225cm 45.85kg 80x42x42cm

Outer Height - 225cm
Inner Height - 210 cm

750cm

Optional Extras:
- Airedale 12 Footprint - OR17882 / Airedale 12 Snug Rug - OR16892
- Airedale 12 Lounge Liner - OR18876
- Jet Stream Electric Pump - OR17010 / Twin Pump - OR17040
-  Lumi-Link Tube Light Kit - OR18025
- Lumi-Mosi Mosquito Killer Light - OR18015
-  Up/Down Lighter Shades - OR18000 / Lumi Light - OR18010



The traditional bell tent gets a modern makeover
The Crossover has the nostalgic design of a traditional bell-tent combined with an integrated multifunctional front porch. Made with 
high-quality modern materials and offering outstanding features and benefits, the Crossover boasts a contemporary look. Sleeping 
up to 4 people in two double bedroom compartments and suitable for double air beds, making it perfect for small families and 
couples. The durable 600HD DRS fabric provides the optimum strength-to-weight ratio of any fabric on the market. The tent is easily 
pitched with two internal steel poles and a single front canopy pole. This creates an additional large functional shelter/living area to 
provide added protection from the elements. The clever internal design gives a superb feeling of space and freedom in the living area.

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

crossover
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Spacious interior with 4 person inner tent. Showing optional Snug Rug.

Large front porch area with solid zip back door panel and internal fully zip around entance divider door.
The versatile front canopy porch has 2 side doors with Phoenix mesh ventilation panels that can zipped back to fully open up the front in warm 
weather; coupled with the option of adding an extended Crossover canopy (optional extra) to create a larger open sheltered front.

MODERN BELL TENT // COUPLES / SMALL FAMILY

Colour - Graphite/Ivory
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Full panel zip back front door. Fully opening side porch doors with Phoenix mesh panels.

The spacious inner living and bedroom area offers a massive footprint with plenty of room to sleep 4 people.
The spacious interior coupled with 6 large ventilation points creates a roomy, light and airy environment, perfect in warm weather.

Features 
- Fabric: 
- Frame: 2 Central Steel Poles + 2 Front Steel
 Canopy Poles

Also Includes...
- Phoenix mesh Side Door Panels
- Sewn in Polyester Groundsheet
 (150D Oxford pu5000mm)
- Tinted Windows 
- Includes PE Groundsheet for Canopy Section 
- Embossed Zip-In Curtains
- Large Front Porch Canopy with zip back doors
- 4 Berth Micro Polyester Inner Tent with Divider
- Reflective Endurance Storm Straps
- 6 Ventilation Points + Underskirt Zipped Vents

Model Width Length Height Weight Pack Size

Crossover 455cm 590cm 255cm 34.6kg 78x44x44cm

160cm

310cm

410cm

455cm

590cm

Living Area Height - 255cm
Front Porch Height - 200cm

Optional Extras:
- Stone Protection Footprint - OR17952
- Crossover Snug Rug - OR17954
-  Crossover Canopy - OR16510
- Kitchen Stand - FUR1640
- Lumi-Mosi Mosquito Killer Light - OR18015
- Lumi Lite - OR18010



hendrix - festival tent
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More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

Incredibly quick & easy to pitch, single tube airframe tent
Outdoor Revolution’s Hendrix is a superb, single-inflation-point, small air tent and an ideal companion for festival goers or spontaneous 
trips thanks to its simplicity and rapid inflation. The Hendrix utilises the celebrated Inspiral single inflation point system, where the tube 
neatly weaves throughout the tents inner to create an incredibly strong endoskeleton which can be inflated within seconds. The ultra-
lightweight 100HD fabric is designed to pack down quickly and easily into the small carry bag provided. This product is ideal where 
weight, pack size and speed are of the essence. The fabric has a modern Hex style technical print to complement the product’s 
simple design lines. 

INFLATES
IN AROUND

30 secs



A full zip up front door creates a large front canopy when used with the optional steel canopy poles.
The fastest pitch festival air tent on the market today. The Hendrix is a compact no fuss 2 person tent, designed with music festivals in mind.
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The Hendrix utilises the celebrated Inspiral single inflation air tube system.
The tube snakes around the tents inner to create a solid frame which can be inflated within seconds using the dual-action pump provided. 

Model Width Length Height Weight Pack Size

Hendrix 200cm 335cm 145cm 12.5kg 73x35x32cm

Features 
- Fabric: 
- Frame: Single Inflation Point Inspiral System
- Valves: Dynamic Speed Valve + Intelligent  
 Frame Relief Valve (LIFETIME GUARANTEE)

Also Includes...
- Sewn in PE Groundsheet
- Tinted Windows  
- Embossed Toggle-In Curtains
- 2 Berth Micro Polyester Inner Tent
- Front Zip Up Canopy Door (Poles sold Separately)
- Double Action Hand Pump

Colour - Graphite/Warm Grey

Inspiral Single Tube, Single Inflation...

...for Speed, Simplicity & Strength

335cm

Optional Extras:
- Canopy Poles - POL210
- Trio Sleeping Bag - OR15000
- Trio Twin Sleeping Bag - OR15005
- Trio Tots Sleeping Bag - OR15010
- Trio Pillow - OR15014
- Jet Stream Electric Pump - OR17010
- Jet Stream Electric Twin Pump - OR17040

OXYGEN AIRFRAME  TENT // SOLO / COUPLES

160cm 75cm100cm

335cm

200cm



cruiz 6 EX
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Amazing value with advanced high-end technical features
The Cruiz 6 EX offers unequalled value for money. This superb tent affords the perfect allocation of usable space; split between the 
dark roof sleeping area, ample internal living space and a useful front extension canopy. The 3 air frame tubes are easily inflated and 
deflated, and the Cruiz 6 EX can be fully pitched in a matter of minutes. The Cruiz 6 EX has one fibreglass pole, which supports the 
canopy, is very lightweight (thanks to the 100HD fabric) and fits neatly in to its own storage bag. The side door and front door can be 
opened and fastened back to maximise airflow and create a shelter from the elements

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

PITCHED
IN AROUND

5 mins



Spacious interior with 6 person inner tent.

OXYGEN AIRFRAME TENT // SMALL FAMILY

Colour - Graphite/Ivory
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Side window with toggle in blind. Side doors with Phoenix mesh panel. Versatile storage or sleeping compartment.

Model Width Length Height Weight Pack Size

Cruiz 6 EX 390cm 500cm 220cm 19kg 78x40x40cm

Features 
- Fabric: 
- Frame: 3 Air Tube Pole System
- Fibreglass Canopy Pole
- Valves: Boston Valves

Also Includes...
- Sewn in PE Groundsheet
- Crystal Clear PVC Windows
- Rear Sleeping Section Ventilation  
- Toggle-In Curtains
- Large 6 Berth Micro Polyester Inner Tent with Divider Panel
- Front Canopy with Fibreglass Pole
- Reflective Trim
- Guy Lines with Quick Adjusters
- Lumi Lite Hanging Points
- Steel Pegs
- Hand Pump
- Lumi - Link Lighting System Compatible

Optional Extras:
- Trio Sleeping Bag - OR15000
- Trio Twin Sleeping Bag - OR15005
- Trio Tots Sleeping Bag - OR15010
- Trio Pillow - OR15014
- Jet Stream Electric Pump - OR17010
- Jet Stream Electric Twin Pump - OR17040

WIndow

80cm 180cm 170cm 70cm

220cm

500cm

35
0c

m

230cm

390cm

Functional full front canopy extension with fibreglass pole.
Providing shade from the sun & shelter from the elements; perfect for cooking under.

Packed with great features not normally found in air tents at this price bracket.
A great small family or couples tent, packed with every feature that you will need for weekends away or extended summer breaks.



flex 2
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Compact, fast pitch, single inflation air frame tent... Perfect for festivals or exploring
The Flex 2 is a compact, lightweight, ‘twin skin’ single inflation air frame tent. Its compact design enables it to be easily stored in the boot 
of a car, making it the ideal choice for impromptu nights away. The inner utilises microfibre polyester and Outdoor Revolution’s exclusive 
Dura-tech welded, single inflation point air frame. The outer shell is crafted from 100HD polyester and provides great water repellency and 
durability. The Flex 2 can accommodate two people but is also an ideal partner for the independent adventurer. The bright green outer shell 
is highlighted with contrasting orange trim and guy lines, to give the Flex a very technical look. The Flex is the ideal small 2 person, compact 
tent, providing a sturdy shelter with ample protection from elements and the freedom to explore.

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com 

PITCHED
IN AROUND

2 mins



Features 
- Fabric: 
- Frame: Dura-tech Single Point Inflation System
- Fibreglass roof pole
- Valves: Boston Valve
- 360 degree ground level ventilation

Also Includes...
- Cool Grey Micro polyester Inner Tent

- Phoenix mesh Inner Tent Door Panel
- Steel Pegs
- Contrast Guy lines with Quick Adjusters
- Lumi - Lite Hanging Points
- Internal Inner Tent Pockets
- Hand Pump

OXYGEN AIRFRAME TENT // SOLO / COUPLES

Colour - Green/Orange
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Model Width Length Height Weight Pack Size

Flex 2 220cm 245cm 115cm 4.15kg 54x19x19cm

Compact 2 person air tent designed for speed and convenience.
The superb lightweight 100HD Endure fabric is designed to give high quality performance and integrity to the Flex 2.

Great things come in small sizes.
The entrance panels can both be toggled back to open up front or individually toggled back left or right as a basic cooking wind shield. 

Optional Extras:
- Trio Sleeping Bag - OR1500
- Trio Twin Sleeping Bag - OR15005
- Trio Tots Sleeping Bag - OR15010
- Trio Pillow - OR15014
- Jet Stream Electric Pump - OR17010
- Jet Stream Electric Twin Pump - OR17040

220cm

80
cm

13
5c

m
11

5c
m

30cm

220cm



Size: 90cm x 48cm x 31cm
Weight loading: 30Kgs 

The Camp Kitchen Stand is a must have accessory for 2018. 
The perfect size kitchen for any camping holiday. Comprising 
of two zipped compartments with shelves. This sturdy unit has 
an aluminium top and windshield that pegs in. The unit folds 
flat and is stored in a carrying bag. 

19mm Steel Tube Frame 
500D Plain PVC Fabric
Four Shelves

The Kids High Chair is a handy fold away kids high chair.
Perfect for your little munchkin at meal times whilst camping.

White Steel Tube Frame 
210D Oxford Cyan Blue Fabric with Wipeable PVC Table Protector
Cup Holder, 3 Point Padded Waist Harness with Buckle + Carry Bag
Size: 61c61x52/84cm
Extra Wide Base for Stability
Meets EN 14988-1:2006 +A1:2012 Standard

Aluminium Elasticated Top
Packs in to Carrying Bag 
Size:  87cm x 50cm x 80cm

The Camp Wardrobe is a perfect storage unit for camping and 
caravanning. It has three shelves and a sturdy steel frame, plus 
it is collapsible and folds away flat in to a carry bag for easy 
transportation and storage. 

19mm Steel Tube Frame 
500D Plain PVC Fabric
Three Shelves 
 

Wood Grain Surface Top 
Packs in to Carrying Bag 
Size: 60cm x 51cm x 101cm

camp Kitchen Stand camp Wardrobe Kids High Chair
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NEW
FOR 2018



The Kids High Chair is a handy fold away kids high chair.
Perfect for your little munchkin at meal times whilst camping.

White Steel Tube Frame 
210D Oxford Cyan Blue Fabric with Wipeable PVC Table Protector
Cup Holder, 3 Point Padded Waist Harness with Buckle + Carry Bag
Size: 61c61x52/84cm
Extra Wide Base for Stability
Meets EN 14988-1:2006 +A1:2012 Standard

Premium Camp Bed Hug Chair

The Premium Camp Bed is a high quality camp bed boasting features usually found in much higher priced 
camp beds. The luxurious padded top cover provides blissful comfort for a great nights sleep, whilst the 
adjustable reclining backrest feature makes the bed ideal for a spot of daytime relaxing with a good book. 
The sturdy steel frame is complemented with extra wide feet pads to protect your groundsheet. For storage 
and easy transportation, the bed folds completely flat and fits neatly into its own carry bag.
Matt Graphite Steel Frame
Fabric: 500D Premium Padded PVC Polyester
Soft padded comfort head pillow

The Hug Chair is a premium quality camping chair with a lightweight yet sturdy, fast assembly, 
pop up style folding frame with safety locking mechanism. The premium textured polyester 
fabric with PVC back coating offers a luxury feel whilst being totally functional and hard wearing.
The chair is set off with webbing edge binding, a padded back rest and comes in 2 stylish colours 
(Aqua Blue Ripple & Green Forest Brindle)  

Matt Graphite Steel Frame
Fabric: 500D Premium Padded PVC Polyester
Soft padded comfort head pillow

Multi- Position Adjustable Back Rest
Folds Flat with Extra Wide Feet Pads
Size: 213 x 79 x 31cm  /  Net Weight: 10.12kg

Polyester Carry Bag with Shoulder Strap
Extra Wide Feet
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NEW
FOR 2018

NEW
FOR 2018

NEW
FOR 2018



The Premium Table has been designed to complement the range of Outdoor Revolution furniture and is now available in both 
standard and the new XL size. The wood grain surface gives the table a contemporary look. The aluminium locking legs have a 
matt finish and fold completely flat, making the table very easy to store and transport.  

Standard Premium Table
Standing Size: 90cm x 60cm x 72cm
Folding size: 90cm x 60cm x 10cm 

Premium Table XL
Standing Size: 112cm x 80cm x 72cm
Folding size: 112cm x 80cm x 10cm 

NEW
FOR 2018

 premium table Premium XL table

FR
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The Sorrento Lounger is an adjustable reclining lounging chair 
with various positions to provide the most comfortable and 
relaxing position for you. It folds up flat to make it easier to 
store when not in use. 

Graphite Steel Frame
Adjustable Back and Legs 
600D PVC padded Fabric

sorrento lounger

Free Compact Side Table
Size: 53cm x 50cm x 51cm
Weight loading: 100kgs 
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NEW
FOR 2018

The Taranto Chair is a collapsible camping style chair, made in 
a graphite colour with a lightweight steel frame which folds up 
into a carry bag for easy storage. The rigid arms make this chair 
easier for getting in and out of.

Graphite Steel Frame
600D PVC padded Fabric
Packed in Carrying Bag

The Marino Chair is constructed from a sturdy steel frame 
and is designed to complement the Outdoor Revolution 
range. The generous padding adds a touch of luxury warmth.

Graphite Steel Frame
500D Plain PVC Fabric
Packed in Carrying Bag

Size: 65cm x 47cm x 48cm
Weight loading: 100kgs 

Size:  62cm x 52cm x 47cm
Weight loading: 100kgs 

TARANTO CHAIR MARINO CHAIRPosture Chair

The Posture Chair is a lumbar support camping style chair 
with a graphite steel frame. The chair incorporates a lumbar 
support bar in the base of the back which dramatically 
improves lower back support and provides unrivalled comfort.

Graphite Steel Frame
500D Plain PVC Fabric
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The San Remo Chair is a suspension chair with numerous 
adjustable back settings from upright to laying nearly flat. This 
chair includes a free clip on, side table with cup holder.

Matt Graphite Aluminium Frame
Adjustable Back
600D PVC padded Fabric
Free Compact Side  Cup Table

Open Size: 118cm x 62cm x 74cm
Folding Size: 111cm x 62cm x 9cm
Total Weight: 5.2kg
Maximum Capacity: 120kg
Optional Extra: Footstool 

 san remo chair

  F
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 San Remo footREST

The Clip on Footrest is designed to fit the San Remo and 
2017 Napoli chairs, complementing the Outdoor Revolution 
furniture range. The footstool offers extra comfort for those 
days when you just want to kick back and relax.

Matt Graphite Aluminium Frame
600D PVC padded Fabric
Fits Napoli and San Remo Chairs

Size: 90cm x 48cm x 31cm
Weight loading: 30Kgs 
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The Vicenza Lux Chair is a dark grey adjustable back chair 
comes with a removable padded head rest.

Matt Graphite Aluminium Frame
Adjustable Back
600D PVC padded Fabric
Free Compact Side Cup Table

Size: 47cm x 42cm x 46cm 
Weight loading: 100kg
Optional Extra: Footstool 

NEW
FOR 2018

 Vicenza Lux Chair

FUR1605
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The Palermo Chair has anadjustable back and comes with 
a removeable head rest. The cahir also features a dark grey 
washable, weatherproof textilene fabric.

Matt Graphite Aluminium Frame
Adjustable Back
Washable Weatherproof Textilene Fabric
Free Compact Side Cup Table

Size: 47cm x 42cm x 46cm 
Weight loading: 100kg
Optional Extra: Footstool 

Size: 47cm x 42cm x 46cm 
Weight loading: 100kg
Optional Extra: Footstool 

NEW
FOR 2018

NEW
FOR 2018

NEW
FOR 2018

 Vicenza Lux Chair  Vicenza Footrest  Palermo Chair  Palermo Footrest

The Vicenza Footrest is designed to fit and match the Vicenza 
Lux chair. The clever easy fit connection system allows for the 
quick and secure fitting of the footrest to the chair.

Matt Graphite Steel Frame
600D PVC Polyester Fabric
Fits the Vincenza Lux Chair

The Palermo Footrest is designed to fit and match the 
Palermo chair. The clever easy fit connection system allows 
for the quick and secure fitting of the footrest to the chair.

Matt Graphite Steel Frame
Washable Weatherproof Textilene Fabric
Fits the Palermo Textilene Chair

Size: 90cm x 48cm x 31cm
Weight loading: 30Kgs Size: 90cm x 48cm x 31cm

Weight loading: 30Kgs 

FUR1822FUR1817
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Brand new and exclusive for 2018, the lumi-link lighting system has been designed to be completely compatible with 
all Outdoor Revolution 2018 model air tents. All 2018 models been fitted with velcro attachment points where the LED 
tube lights can be attached. These fantastic lights come complete with a handy remote control and in-line control switch 
to turn the lights on and off or alter the brightness settings. This innovative product is the perfect accessory to create a 
comfortable ambiance in any tent.

LED LIGHTING SYSTEMS // AWNINGS / TENTSNEW
FOR 2018

lumi-link  LED tube light system

Main Features: 
- 3 x in-line connecting micro LED tube lighting
- 7 phase light strength settings from soft ambient to  
 full on brightness
- In line or remote controller
- Choice of 3 power source options included - mains  
 adaptor, 12v car lighter connector or USB cable
- 2 x extension leads
- Cloth tube light bag plus protective hard tube  
 storage case  



Main Features: 
- Creates a cosy evening ambience to your awning
- Reflective up lighter shades packaged in pairs
- Material: 600HD light grey polyester outer fabric  
 with light reflective photocell material inside
- Easily attached to all 2018 Outdoor Revolution  
 awnings / tents & driveaway air tubes with pre  
 located stitched in Velcro points
- To be used with the Outdoor Revolution Lumi-Lite
 (Sold Separately) See page 42 for details       
- Can be used either as an up lighter or down lighter

LED LIGHTING SYSTEMS // AWNINGS / TENTSNEW
FOR 2018
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Exclusive to Outdoor Revolution; this fantastic lighting system has been designed to be compatible with all 2018 model 
Outdoor Revolution family air tents. All 2018 air tent models have been fitted with Velcro attachment points to attach 
the up/down lighter shades. The light is turned on and placed inside the shade in either an upward or downward lighting 
position. This innovative design creates the perfect atmosphere to match the style and sophistication of the product.

Compatible with lumi-lite P. 38 

up-down lighter lighting  system

Shown with lumi-lite P. 38 



    
Brand new for 2018; these waterproof 
USB charging powerful LED lights are the 
perfect accessory for any caravanning 
or camping trip. The small silicone loop 
doubles as a hanging loop & USB charging 
connector.
• Up to 8 hours of life with one single full 
charge (based on the eco setting)

• Compatible with the exclusive all new 
Outdoor Revolution Up/Down
up lighter lighting system.

• 3 Brightness settings/waterproof

• USB charging - compatible with the USB 
12v carging hub

Brand new for 2018; the Lumi-Mosi light 
is a USB charging light with a mosquito / 
midge UV killer in one unit.
A small hook enables the light to be hung 
anywhere, both inside or out.

• 2 in 1 LED light & mosquito killer

• Rain proof

• 3 brightness settings

• USB charging - compatible with the  
   USB 12v charging Hub

Brand new silicone waterproof LED, USB 
& solar charging lantern. The silicon body 
collapses into 3 different lighting shade 
shapes and be either hung or set on a flat 
surface such as a table.
• Waterproof

• 3 brightness settings

• USB + solar charging - compatible  
   with the USB 12v charging hub

Brand new innovative product, moving with 
todays technology. Essential for charging 
phones, tablets, LED lighting, whilst camping. 
The unit is powered by connecting it to your 
vehicle’s 12v power outlet.

• 4 x USB charging / power sockets

• 1 x 12v extension / power outlet

• Compact design

• Wind in cable tidy internal storage reel
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lumi-Lite lumi-Mosi lumi-lantern USB 12v HUB

LUMI LITE
usb camping lantern

NEW
FOR 2018

NEW
FOR 2018

NEW
FOR 2018

NEW
FOR 2018



The Multi-Mallet is a technical mallet with multi- 
functional features that make it a ‘must have’ 
camping accessory for everyone. It incorporates 
an extending peg puller to help prevent back ache 
caused by bending over when extracting pegs. 
This conveniently retracts back into the lightweight 
alloy handle when not in use. A convenient brush 
peg cleaner can be accessed to clean up those 
dirty pegs before putting them away. A weighted 
rubber mallet head makes light work of knocking 
pegs into hard ground.

The Angle Mallet is cleverly designed to help 
place pegs into the ground at the correct angle. 
The weighted mallet head makes light work of 
placing pegs into hard ground and incorporates a 
handy peg puller at the end of the handle.

The Tech-Peg is a technical tent peg, 
designed with a tough double sided 
peg head for holding guy lines and 
pegging down points safely and 
securely. The twisted nail shaft helps 
to achieve a better grip and easier 
insertion into awkward ground. 
Packaged conveniently in their own 
durable storage box with integrated 
peg cleaner in the box lid for cleaning 
dirty pegs before putting them away. 

The Deluxe Storm Kit incorporates all 
you need  to secure your awning or tent 
in awkward, stormy conditions. The kit 
includes 15 Tech-Pegs for easy pegging 
and firm hold, 2 adjustable Endurance 
Storm Straps and a cleverly designed, 
curved handled mallet, ergonomically 
designed to aid when placing pegs at 
awkward angles.
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tech PEGSUSB 12v HUB STORM KIT ANGLE MALLET MULTI- MALLET

NEW
FOR 2018



Powerful twin internal high pressure pumps
USB charging point for phones & tablets
Adjustable preset psi auto cut off feature
Digital LCD screen readout indicator
Can be set to inflate to a maximum of 15psi
Internal wind in 3.5m cable tidy reel
Secure 12v plug housing clip
Includes a handy carry/storage bag
Includes air hose & valve adaptors
Ergonomic carry handle
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12V electric pumps designed specifically for the speedy & effortless inflation of modern air awnings & tents...

Powerful internal high pressure pump
Adjustable preset psi auto cut off feature
Digital LCD screen readout indicator
Can be set to inflate to a maximum of 8 psi
Internal 5m cable tidy reel
Secure 12v plug housing clip
Includes a handy carry/storage bag
Compact space saving design
Includes air hose & valve adaptors
Ergonomic carry handle

The Outdoor Revolution Double 
Action Air Pump is designed for 
the fast inflation of your Air Frame 
awning, tent or inflatable boat.
Incorporating an automatic switch 
from double to single action when 
the pressure exceeds 400mBAR 
(5.8 PSI). Suitable to inflate Outdoor 
Revolution Oxygen Air Frame 
awnings, tents and inflatable boats.
Capacity: Max 4,000 cc – max 
pressure 800 mBAR (11.6 PSI).
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 JET - STREAM Electric pumps / DOUBLE ACTION PUMP



florelle apache aztec

New for 2018 - Set of 3 cool camping 4 pole windbreaks.

Main Features: 
- Fabric: Polyester 
- 4 poles with 3 design option panels
- Size: 400mm x 110mm
- 4 quality 23mm dia, 130cm long wooden poles with steel caps and spikes.

Also Includes:
 
 Coordinated printed polyester bag with webbing carry handle and draw string

NEW
FOR 2018

Big Loo Portable Toilet is a convenient, no 
fuss portable toilet bucket with a removable 
lidded seat and robust carry handle.

The perfect convenience for those little trips 
in the night. Available in discrete grey.
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THE BIG LOO COOL WINDBREAKS



                  The Trio Pillow is  a camping            
              pillow specifically designed to match 
the trio stripe on the sleeping bags. The 
pillow comes in a small compact bag and the 
pillow expands when out of
the bag. It slots in to the
pillow slot on the Trio Sleeping Bag range.

Trio
Twin

Trio
single

Trio
tots

The ever popular Trio Sleeping Bag range is 
designed to compliment products specific to the 
Outdoor Revolution range of awnings, driveaways 
and tents. These premium quality sleeping bags 
have a soft micro polyester finish and are 2 x 175grm 
m2 in thickness. The sleeping bag has a pillow 
envelope to fit a matching pillow.

Available in 3 sizes:
Double - 235cm x 170cm
Single - 235cm x 100cm. (Two bags can be zipped 
together to create a double)
Tots Infant - 130cm x 70cm

The Trio Stripe Table Cloth is designed to coordinate perfectly 
with the Trio Stripe range of camping accessories, awning and tent 
products. It comes in its own compact pouch bag with draw string for 
convenient storage.

Fabric - Machine washable micro polyester
Size - 150cm x 80cm

trio table clothtrio sleeping bags - trio pillow - trio table cloth   
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The Air Pod Inflatable Inner Tent is the perfect sleeping solution for unexpected 
or last minute guests. The versatility of this inflatable inner tent allows it to placed 
anywhere inside your caravan awning, driveaway awning or tent. Constructed using 
Dura-tech single point inflation technology with Dura-welded low diameter air 
tubes; this clever inner tent can be inflated and placed in position in a matter of 
seconds. Nothing could be quicker or simpler!

Incorporating our acclaimed Phoenix Mesh zip back front panel for added 
breathability, Cool Grey Micro Polyester fabric, internal accessory pockets,
Lumi-Lite lantern hanging point and waterproof PE sewn groundsheet...
                                                                              ...We have thought of everything.

Fabric - Cool Grey Micro Polyester
Ventilation - Phoenix Mesh
Size - Width: 210cm x Depth: 135cm x Height: 115cm
Weight - 2.6kg
Pack Size - 60x33x31cm

 Daisy Awning & Tent Pegs...
                         ...You’ve simply got to get some!
     Colourful tent & awning pegs in storage box with peg cleaner
          Assorted mix & match multicoloured flower heads

       GET YOURS PICKED QUICKLY...
          ...WE CAN’T GROW ‘EM FAST ENOUGH!!! 
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Air Pod - Inflatable Inner Tent

NEW
FOR 2018single inflation



Robust Power Pegs, ideal for use 
on hard and stoney ground. Cost 
effective tough pegs to ensure 
secure pitching into the hardest of 
ground.

NEW

Screw Pegs
Ideal for use in hard & shaley ground. 
More solid & robust than standard 
pegs and designed for easier pegging.
Set of 20 per box.

Glow Pro
A heavy duty steel peg that glows in 
the dark and helps prevent accidents 
by tripping over pegs at night. Set of 
20 per box.

Daisy Pegs
Box of 20 novelty tent & awning pegs 
with peg cleaner. Assorted mix and 
match multicoloured flower heads.
Set of 20 per box.

Pile Driver Pro
Thick, heavy duty steel peg with 
corkscrewed shaft for extra grip in 
hard, stoney ground. Set of 20 per 
box.

BOXED PEGS

Hard Ground Pro
Blue Diamond Hard Ground Pegs are 
heavy duty metal pegs for tents and 
awnings with a bright orange plastic 
hook for extra visibility. Set of 20 per 
box.

Groundsheet Pegs
A heavy duty steel groundsheet peg, 
suitable for all groundsheet pegging. 
Works great on hard, stony and difficult 
ground. Set of 15 per box.
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Toilet Fluid
A concentrated toilet 
fluid designed to contain 
waste and eliminate odour. 
Most effective when used 
in conjunction with Blue 
Diamond bowl cleaner.
In 1, 2 and 4 ltr bottles

Bowl Cleaner
Add to your top tank to ensure 
that when you flush, your toilet 
is cleaned and refreshed. Works 
in unison with Blue Diamond 
toilet fluid
In 1 and 2 ltr bottles.

Nature Calls
A specially concentrated 
formula of environmentally safe 
ingredients to disinfect
& deodorise your toilet.
In 2 ltr bottles.

Uno Chem
A specially concentrated 
formula of environmentally 
safe ingredients to disinfect & 
deodorise your toilet.
In 1 and& 2 ltr bottles.

NEW

The Blue Diamond Nature Calls Portable Toilet 
offers perfect hygiene away from home as well 
as high quality construction and being easy to 
use. The compact dimensions make this unit very 
easy to keep clean. The top part (15 Litres) and 
base part (20 litres) are connected using practical 
and robust plastic clips. The base part also has a 
very sturdy handle for convenient transport and 
disposal of waste water.

Enviro-Soft toilet tissue is a quick 
dissolving toilet tissue specifically 
designed for use in all leisure toilets.
Now available in a 4 pack.

NEW

www.blue-diamond-products.co.uk

BIG VALUE PACKS

TOILET TISSUE

PORTABLE LOO TOILET CHEMICALS

BIG VALUE TRIPLE PACK = 2 ltr New Bloo Toilet Fluid, 
2 ltr Bowl Cleaner + Enviro-Soft Twin Pack

TRIPLE PACK BOX = 1 ltr New Bloo Toilet Fluid, 
1 ltr Bowl Cleaner + Enviro-Soft Twin Pack
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Multi language packaging



The Revolution in inflatable family tents,

        caravan awnings and driveaway awnings...

Outdoor Revolution also produce a range of 
inflatable caravan & driveaway awnings... with DSV & IF technology.
Ask your dealer or see online for details - www.outdoor-revolution.com



Family Tents - 2018 RangeCaravan Awnings - 2018 RangeDriveaway Awnings - 2018 Range

...Bringing the outdoors to everyone



Outdoor Revolution
Unit 1 Brick Park, Bretfield Court
Bretton Street Industrial Estate

Dewsbury, West Yorkshire
United Kingdom

WF12 9BY

Web: www.outdoor-revolution.com

Email: cs@blue-diamond-products.co.uk

Tel: +44 (0) 1924 455313
Fax: +44 (0) 1924 450551

Distributed by:

*LIFETIME GUARANTEE - Terms & conditions apply. See website for details.

Please note : In the interest of continuous product development & improvements by Outdoor Revolution; some 

products & specifications may vary slightly from the photographs & information given within this brochure.

Dimensions & weights are approximate and are intended as a guide only. 

www.outdoor-revolution.com
Please check out our website for the most up to date product information

Catch up with us on social media


